JSTC English Dept Five Year Curriculum Plan 2019—2020

This document presents an overview of key elements from each unit. Detailed unit guidance is recorded on each year group curriculum map.

**Subject key:**
- Language based task
- Literature based task
- Both Language and Literature

### Year 7

**Reading from Life**
- Reading literary non fiction e.g. autobiography
- Character & setting creation

**Natural Wonder**
- Reading 20C and 21C nature poetry
- Persuasive essay and leaflet

**Fantastic Adventures**
- Reading 19-21C Travel Writing, fiction and non-fiction
- Article writing

**Shakespeare’s Magic**
- Reading Early Modern English
- Article writing

### Year 8

**Tales of Terror**
- Reading 19C fiction
- Extract question

**Imaginative writing:** plan & use descriptive devices

**Playing with Words**
- Reading poetry & a drama text
- Extract question

**Writing Workshop**
- Transnational writing to inform and explain
- Planning narrative writing

### Year 9

**20C Novel or play**
- Reading 20C post 1914 fiction/drama
- Pre-release extract question

**Imaginative writing:** plan & utilise descriptive devices

**Fantastic Adventures**
- Introduce Edexcel poetry cluster
- Pre-release poetry comparison

**Romeo and Juliet**
- Rapid read and revisit / close analysis
- Unseen extract question

### Year 10

**GCSE Walkthrough**
- Overview and practice of reading skills Paper 1 and 2
- Mock exam (paper 1) and Spoken Lang. presentations

**Romeo and Juliet**
- Completeon and practise of skills: AO1—AO4
- Exam style questions—key scenes

### Year 11

**Reading Workshop**
- Practice of reading skills Paper 1 and 2
- Mock exam English Language (+ S&L)

**Literature Revision**
- Revisit: Romeo & Juliet, Conflict poetry and Unseen poetry
- Timed response to Edexcel questions

**Examination Practice**
- Past papers: paper one and two Language
- Timed response to Edexcel questions—Language

**Examination Practice**
- Past papers: paper one and two Literature
- Timed response to Edexcel questions—Literature